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MIcHAeL vAn Dussen, From England to Bohemia: Heresy and Com -
munication in the Later Middle Ages, cambridge studies in Medieval
Literature, 86 (cambridge: cambridge university Press, 2012), x +
217 pp. IsBn 978 1 107 01679 8. £55.00. $us85.00

In this book Michael van Dussen’s aim is to work out the patterns
and networks of textual communication between england and
Bohemia at the time of Richard II and the early Lancastrian kings,
something that has not yet been done for this combination. The pure-
ly quantitative method (as used, for example, by neddermeyer in his
graphics), is not adequate in van Dussen’s view as it cannot explain
the movement of books. Although england’s book production was
modest at that time by comparison with europe, it was of some sig-
nificance for the new studium in Prague because of the interaction
between the universities of Paris and Oxford. The author wants to
place heretical ‘Lollard–Hussite communication’ (see below), whose
importance he does not deny, into a wider chronological and factual
context. As the Bohemian king at this time also wore the Roman–
German crown, van Dussen regards his contact with the Holy Roman
empire as a whole as relevant. The author also wants to explore
whether the longstanding council of constance, a large, centralized
book market with numerous tracts, put an abrupt stop to Lollard–
Hussite communication. It might have been more interesting for the
reader, however, not to find out the outcome of the study in the Fore -
word.

chapter 1 deals with Anne, daughter of Holy Roman emperor
charles Iv and sister of Wenceslaus, king of Bohemia and Roman–
German king, who married the english king, Richard II, in 1382. It
has long been maintained that, with her Bohemian household, she
could make access to england, and Oxford in particular, possible or
easier for Bohemian students. But van Dussen does not set out to dis-
cover anything new about the historical Anne. He is more interested
in how the textual tradition, and english culture as a whole, dealt
with her symbolically. The view that Anne promoted Wycliffism
dates from the sixteenth century, when it was put forward by english
Protestant historiographers. John Foxe (d. 1587), in particular, con-
sidered it possible that Anne had connections with the Lollards and

Trans. Angela Davies (GHIL).
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Hussites; later english authors of the seventeenth century (Thomas
James, William sanderson) saw her as a Protestant sympathizer in
order to justify Lutheran influence by pointing to its home-grown
eng lish national roots.

The author returns to the Middle Ages, to Anne’s funeral (the
service was held on 3 August 1394, two months after the burial),
which reveals other Bohemian–english contacts. The eulogists prais -
ed her piety, her support of the poor by alms-giving, her reading of
the gospels in english, and her good influence on the king. One tex-
tual transfer between england and Bohemia is the travel account
(1402–13) of a Bohemian knight, Wenceslaus, from a manuscript held
in the library of the metropolitan chapter in Prague. This preserves
the texts of three panegyrics on the epitaphs of Queen Anne, which
van Dussen studies in detail. In them, her figure is associated, among
other things, with that of st Anne, who was already popular in eng -
land (for example, the queen was buried on the day after st Anne’s
feast day). One of the panegyrics to Anne is also preserved in a later
Hussite compilation of 1414. We must agree with van Dussen’s (hard-
ly surprising) conclusion that while Anne was not involved in a het-
erodox exchange of texts, her marriage and her piety, which appealed
to the reformers, encouraged exchange between england and Bohe -
mia in an ideological context that was still fluid.

In chapter 2, the author investigates a sizeable group of Bohemian
manuscripts containing material by the english religious writer
Richard Rolle of Hampole (d. 1349). Rolle’s popularity among the Lol -
lards is well known, and some material is dated 1412–13 in the manu -
scripts. van Dussen, however, also wants to take account of pre-
Wycliffite relations. A large group of clergy in Rome read Rolle’s
Incendium amoris, which was taken to the curia by english monks;
from there, van Dussen surmises, on the basis of other indications,
the early reformers Johann of Jenstein or Johannes cardinalis might
have taken it to Bohemia. Other material by Rolle was probably
transferred directly from england to Bohemia, for example, by the
Bohemian students Mikuláš Faulfiš or Jiří of Kněhnice.

chapter 3 deals with ‘Lollard–Hussite communication’, in partic-
ular, the transmission of Wycliffe’s most powerful and effective
works to Bohemia. The earliest evidence that Wycliffe was known in
Bohemia is found before 1380 in Mikuláš Biceps, and in 1385 in
Jenštejn, who calls Wycliffe the ‘heresiarch’. Perhaps these early con-
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tacts were mediated by reform-oriented Bohemian students who
were members of the english nation at the university of Paris. It is
well known that in the 1390s, Wycliffe’s philosophical works were
the first to reach Prague, while the most important theological tracts,
Dialogus and Trialogus, were taken there by Hieronymus of Prague
between 1399 and 1401. In 1406–7 the Faulfiš mentioned above
brought further tracts by Wycliffe to Prague; van Dussen believes he
has evidence that Faulfiš undertook a second journey to england in
1410, and suggests that he might have brought Richard Wyche’s let-
ter to Hus and other works by Wycliffe with him from there. van
Dussen speculates that Faulfiš might have died on a third journey to
england in 1411. John Foxe later regarded Faulfiš as playing a large
part in establishing these contacts. Other reformers, such as šimon of
Tišnov, nicholas of Hus, and Matthias engliš, might also have been
involved. The burning of Wycliffe’s books ordered by the Arch -
bishop of Prague in 1410 strengthened contacts between the network
in that year: protest letters from Wyche and John Oldcastle (to Woks
of Waldstein) in Bohemia were the result. Four letters written in 1410
by the scottish preacher Quentin Folkhyrde also reached Bohemia.
Jean Gerson was likewise aware of these connections. Master Peter
Payne’s visit to Prague from england in 1414 was the last known con-
tact between the Lollards and Bohemia. With the council of con -
stance and the death of Jan Hus, this connection came to an end.

chapter 4 looks at official diplomatic communications with the
Holy Roman empire in the period 1411 to 1416, which turned against
‘heretical’ contacts between england and Bohemia. According to van
Dussen, before the council the english king tried to forestall any pos-
sible suspicion of england’s religious orthodoxy by sending a dele-
gation to King sigismund in Hungary. Their journey took the envoys,
Hartung von clux (in the service both of Henry and sigismund) and
John stokes (Licentiate of Law in cambridge), via Prague, where they
came into contact with the circle around Jan Hus. A letter from the
university of Oxford, which expressed itself positively about Wycliffe
and de scribed the opposition to him as a minority, played a special
part in this context. According to Hus, it was taken to Prague by
Faulfiš and his companions in 1407. Hieronymus referred to it in his
arguments in 1409, Hus not until 1411. van Dussen leaves open the
question of whether it was a forgery. Archbishop Arundel, who had
ap pointed a commission to judge Wycliffe as early as 1407, only
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found out about this letter in 1411. Thereupon he applied to Pope
John XXIII for permission to exhume Wycliffe and burn him. The
events surrounding this letter were one reason for the english dele-
gation’s especially energetic persecution of Hus in constance, while
the Lollards’ attempts to win over King sigismund with a letter on a
visit to London that resulted in the Treaty of canterbury (August
1416) were, of course, in vain. van Dussen surmises that the two
christian princes had agreed to make a concerted effort to condemn
Wycliffe and Hus in constance, but this seems questionable to me,
especially for sigismund. The english king’s entourage, however,
contained other people dedicated to finding out about conditions in
Bohemia. For the english, it was certainly important that Wycliffism
now no longer appeared as a purely english problem.

chapter 5 looks forward to the Reformation. The revolutionary
events in Bohemia after 1419 had an unpleasant significance for
england precisely because of Wycliffe. The theologian Thomas
netter, who was also present at constance, saw Lollards and Hus -
sites going back to a common root, although he did acknowledge
their differences on the eucharist, for example. In a letter of 1428
Pope Martin v, drumming up support for the anti-Hussite crusade,
reminded the english that the Bohemian heresy had begun in
england. Other english theologians, such as Reginald Pecock and
Thomas Gascoigne, tended to pass over the alliance between the
Lollards and Hussites in silence and seek other reasons for events in
Bohemia. By the early sixteenth century, english writers such as
Henry vIII, Thomas More, and John clerk lumped Hus (the old
heresy) and Luther (the new heresy) together, as was often done in
the Roman catholic Holy Roman empire. The opportunist Luther
was regarded as merely having copied Hus. At this time information
about Bohemia flowed fairly freely to england, for example, via the
voluminous (and non-partisan) correspondence of erasmus of Rot ter -
dam.

van Dussen’s book provides a careful and thorough account of
communication between england and Bohemia from the later Mid -
dle Ages to the sixteenth century, naturally seen more strongly from
the english perspective. His (sometimes scarce) sources and other
indications occasionally lead him to speculate, but he always identi-
fies speculations as such. The author is right to look beyond the nar-
row confines of contacts between Wycliffites and Bohemians, and



rejects any fixation on the antithesis between heretical and orthodox
communication. His notion that ideological relations in the commu-
nication networks of the two countries were often fluid is undoubt-
edly appropriate. In Prague, criticism of the church can be found as
early as the fourteenth century among the preachers Konrad Wald -
hauser, Jan Milíč of Kroměříž, and Matěj of Janov. even some of the
German masters in Prague, such as Heinrich Totting, Konrad of
soltau, and Matthäus of Krakau were reform-oriented scholars who,
at times, fell under suspicion of heresy. Hus himself, however, as far
as I can see, never referred to these ‘predecessors’. The impetus to
radical reform among the young masters of the Natio Bohemica seems
to have started from scratch with the adoption of Wycliffe. van
Dussen’s terminology in referring to ‘Lollard–Hussite communica-
tion’ (which came to an end with constance and Hus’s death), how-
ever, must be seen in a more critical light because in today’s terms,
Hus was not a ‘Hussite’. His reforming movement can be seen as
Wycliffite, but cannot (yet) be called ‘Hussite’.

Appendix A contains the three poems written to Queen Anne
(Anglica regina, Femina famosa, and Nobis natura florem) with a com-
mentary and english translation; Appendix B presents Nouitates de
Anglia de Wikleph on the basis of a (corrected) old edition by Jodok
stülz (1850) and a manuscript from the district archives of Wit tin -
gau/Třeboň, similarly with scholarly apparatus and translation.
extensive endnotes, a bibliography of sources and secondary litera-
ture, a list of manuscripts, and an index complete the volume.
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